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Origin of galactic cosmic rays
explored with complementary approaches

air shower
measurements

direct measurements
above the atmosphere

γ-ray astronomy

structures in E-spec.
end of gal. comp.

anisotropy
acceleration., propag.

sources
acceleration

B = 3 μG

elemental/isotopic
 composition

propagation in Galaxy



Relative abundance of elements at Earth

~ 1 GeV/n

Si = 100

JRH, Adv. Space Res. 41 (2008) 442 

Cosmic rays are „regular matter“, 
    accelerated to extremely high energies
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Proton 1015 eV:
at ground
106 particles
 80% photons
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J. Matthews, Astrop. Phys. 22 (2005) 387 

A Heitler Model – Electromagnetic Cascades

pair production γ  e++e-

bremsstrahlung e  e+γ

radiation length X0=36.7 g/cm2

splitting length d=X0 ln2

E = E0/N Ee
c = 85 MeVcritical energy energy per particle 

nc =
ln

�
E0
Ee

c

�

ln 2
Nmax = 2nc =

E0

Ee
c

number of particles at shower maximum

N = 2n = exp
�

x

X0

�
x = nX0 ln 2after n splitting lengths: and

JRH, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 22 (2007) 1533



A Heitler Model – Electromagnetic Cascades

depth of shower maximum

Xγ
max = ncX0 ln 2 = X0 ln

�
E0

Ee
c

�
≈ 597

g
cm2

+ 84
g

cm2
lg

�
E0

PeV

�

number of electrons at shower maximum

Nmax
e =

E0

gEe
c

≈ 9.0 · 105 E0

PeV
g ≈ 13

JRH, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 22 (2007) 1533



A Heitler Model – Hadronic Cascades

interaction length λi
π-air~120 g/cm2

„critical energy“ Ec
π~20 GeV

hadronic interaction π+A  π0 + π+ + π-

π hadronic interaction
 decay

in each interaction 3/2Nch particles:        Nch π+- and ½ Nch π0       Nch ~ 10 

Nπ = (Nch)n Eπ =
E0�

3
2Nch

�nafter n interactions

nc =
lnE0/Eπ

c

ln 3
2Nch

= 0.85 lg
�

E0

Eπ
c

�
after nc interactions Eπ=Ec

π:

superposition model
particle (E0,A)  A proton showers with energy E0/A

JRH, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 22 (2007) 1533J. Matthews, Astrop. Phys. 22 (2005) 387 



A Heitler Model – Nμ and Ne
Number of muons at shower maximum

Eem

E0
=

E0 −NµEπ
c

E0
= 1−

�
E0

AEπ
c

�β−1

Number of electrons at shower maximum

JRH, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 22 (2007) 1533

Nµ = Nπ = (Nch)nc

lnNµ = nc lnNch = β ln
�

E0

Eπ
c

�

Nµ = A

�
E0

AEπ
c

�β

=
�

E0

Eπ
c

�β

A1−β ≈ 1.7 · 104 · A0.10

�
E0

1 PeV

�0.90

Ne =
Eem

gEe
c

≈ 6 · 105 · A−0.046

�
E0

1 PeV

�1.046



Nµ|A=const ≈ 0.18A0.14N0.86
e

Nµ|E0=const ≈ 5.77 · 1016

�
E0

1 PeV

�
N−2.17

e

Ne

Nµ
≈ 35.1 ·

�
E0

A · 1 PeV

�0.15

Ne-Nμ ratio

A Heitler Model – Nμ vs. Ne

A E

Ne-Nμ plane

estimator for mass A of primary particle

Eµ>100 MeV
Ee>0.25 MeV

JRH, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 22 (2007) 1533



KArlsruhe Shower Core and Array DEtector

T. Antoni et al, Nucl. Instr. & Meth. A 513 (2004) 490

Simultaneous measurement of
electromagnetic, 
muonic,
hadronic
shower components

200 m200 m

e-/+

µ-/+



Event reconstruction in the scintillator array

shower core Δr = 2.5 – 5.5 m

shower direction Δα = 0.5° – 1.2°

shower size ΔNe/Ne = 6 – 12 %

electromagnetic component



Two dimensional shower size spectrum lg Ne vs. lg Nμ

KASCADE

E0

A

T. Antoni et al., Astropart. Phys. 24 (2005) 1



Xp
max = λp−air

i ln 2 + X0 ln
�

κE0

3NchEe
c

�
A Heitler Model – Xmax

Xp
max = ξ ln 2−X0

�
3N0Ee

c

κ · PeV

�
+ Λp lg

�
E0

PeV

�

Λγ = X0 ln 10 ≈ 84.4g/cm2

Λp = X0 ln 10− ηX0 ln 10 + ζ ln 2 ≈ 70g/cm2

elongation rate
e/m shower
proton shower

estimator for mass A of primary particle

Xmax for heavy nuclei

λp−air
i = ξ + ζ lg

E0

PeVproton air interaction length
ζ=-4.88 g/cm2

Nch = N0

�
E0

PeV

�η

multiplicity of charged particles produced in π-N interactions η=0.13

JRH, Mod. Phys. Lett. A 22 (2007) 1533



Ne|E0
= 5.30 · 107(E0/PeV)1.37N−0.46

µ

Ne|A = 7.24 · A−0.16N1.16
µ

Ne|Xmax
=

Xmax + 287.9 g/cm2

569.6 g/cm2 + 1.02Nµ

Air showers in the Ne - Nµ plane
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P. Doll et al., ICRC 2007

Muon production height – KASCADE muon tracking detector!
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P. Doll et al., ICRC 2007

Muon production height – KASCADE muon tracking detector
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Problem: energy dependence of αs

 different phenomenological
     approximations to QCD

interpretation of air shower 
data depends on hadronic 
interaction model used

Hadronic interaction models
Energy flow in collider experiments

tra
nsv

ers
e

total

LHC (Ecms=17 TeV)
         Elab~ 1017 eV



KASCADE 
Hadron 

Calorimeter
320 m2 x 9 layers
liquid ionization chambers
44 000 electronic channels
EH > 20 GeV

J. Engler et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth.  A 427 (1999) 528



σ(E)
E

[%] ≈ 250�
E/GeV

energy resolution: 

Reconstruction of hadrons

spatial resolution:
σx ~ 10 – 12 cm

angular resolution:
σΘ ~ 1° - 3°

Unaccompanied hadron
EH = 6.6 TeV



Hadronic shower core
E0 ~ 6 PeV

May 7th, 2002  9:45

Number of reconstructed hadrons  Nh = 143

20 m

16
 m



Hadronic shower core
E0 ~ 6 PeV

May 7th, 2002  9:45

Number of reconstructed hadrons  Nh = 143

20 m

16
 m



Transverse momentum in hadronic interactions

T. Antoni et al., Phys. Rev. D 71 (2005) 072002

d4
max}

pT

~0.4 GeV/c

p0

pT

dN
/d

p T

2 pT

½ pT
d4

max

CORSIKA/QGSJET 01



previously

KASCADE: Test of hadronic interaction models

present

J. Milke et al., 29th ICRC, Pune (2005)



QGSJET 01
Number of hadrons vs. number of muons

Contemporary models with composition

χ2 distribution

Ne-Nµ analysis

J. Milke et al., 29th ICRC, Pune (2005)



Xsim −Xmeas

Xmeas

KASCADE – Test of EPOS 1.6
ΣEh – Nµ

EPOS delivers not enough 
hadronic energy to the ground

 EPOS 1.6 is NOT CONSISTENT 
with KASCADE observations!

W.D. Apel et al., J. Phys. G 36 (2009) 035201

ΣEh – Nh

 energy per hadron too small

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 36 (2009) 035201 W D Apel et al
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Figure 9. Relative hadronic energy sum (
!

Esim
h !

!
Emeas

h )/
!

Emeas
h (left) and relative

maximum hadron energy (right) as a function of the reconstructed number of hadrons for two
interaction models and two primary particle species.

interval as above. Again, EPOS predictions for two particle species are compared to measured
data. As for the other observables discussed, the measurements should be ‘bracketed’ by
the predictions for proton and iron-induced showers. However, the EPOS predictions exhibit
clearly different behavior. For most Eh

"
Emax

h ratios the measured values are outside the
proton–iron range given by the model.

The investigations of the energy spectra confirm the above findings that EPOS predictions
are not compatible with KASCADE data.

3.4. Hadron–hadron correlations

In the previous discussions it has already been seen that EPOS delivers less energy in the form
of hadrons to the ground level as compared to QGSJET 01. Therefore, it is an interesting
exercise to investigate also the correlations of the purely hadronic observables with each other.
Examples of such correlations are presented in figure 9, depicting the hadronic energy sum
(left) and the maximum hadron energy per shower (right). The predicted values are again
plotted relative to the measured quantities to visually magnify the differences between the
model predictions. In the figure the quantities are plotted as a function of the number of
hadrons Nh. Due to the steeply falling energy spectrum and the Nh ! E0 correlation (see
figure 3) a sampling of the data in Nh intervals yields an enrichment of light particles.
Therefore, the data are expected to look very ‘proton like’. Indeed, for QGSJET the proton
predictions are very close to the ‘zero line’, i.e. to the KASCADE measurements. It should
also be mentioned that (within the error bars) the QGSJET predictions ‘bracket’ the measured
values. In contrast, the EPOS predictions for both primary species are below zero for both
observables shown in the figure. The EPOS predictions for protons are at the lower bound of
the 15% systematic uncertainty for the hadronic energy sum. Thus, they are barely compatible
with the data. However, it should be stressed that the QGSJET predictions for protons really are
at values around zero as expected. This indicates that the systematic effects might be smaller
than estimated and the EPOS predictions are not compatible with the measurements. From all
observables investigated the hadron–hadron correlations exhibit the strongest incompatibility
between the EPOS predictions and the KASCADE data.
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Figure 6. Number of electrons as a function of muons (Ne ! Nµ plane). The measured two-
dimensional shower size distribution (grey shaded area) is compared to most probable values as
predicted by two interaction models for two primary species.
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Figure 7. Number of hadrons observed (left) and reconstructed hadronic energy sum (right) as a
function of the registered number of muons for proton and iron-induced showers. The predictions
of two interaction models are shown relative to the measured values.

energies, such behavior seems to be extremely unrealistic. This study illustrates that it would
be very useful to measure the energy spectra of individual elements directly up to the knee
region. Such data would be very helpful to verify the interaction codes utilized in air shower
simulations.

3.3. Hadron–muon correlations

The differences already seen in figure 3 are not directly accessible in measurements, since the
energy of the primary particle cannot be inferred directly. To check the validity of interaction
models it is therefore suitable to plot observable quantities against each other such as e.g.
the number of registered hadrons or the observed hadronic energy at the ground level as a
function of the number of muons as depicted in figure 7. Again, the model predictions are

8
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Figure 10. Inelastic cross sections for proton–air (left) and neutron–carbon (right) collisions
as predicted by various interaction models. The symbols represent experimental data,
left: KASCADE prototype calorimeter (dots) [31], Yodh et al (squares) [32], ARGO-YBJ
(triangles ! 100 GeV) [33] and EAS-TOP (triangle ! 2000 GeV) [34]; right: Roberts et al
[35].

4. Summary and conclusions

Predictions of air shower simulations using the CORSIKA code with the hadronic interaction
models EPOS 1.61 and QGSJET 01 have been compared to measurements of the KASCADE
experiment. Various observables of the electromagnetic, muonic and hadronic component have
been investigated and the correlations between them have been analyzed. They have been
used to check the compatibility of the EPOS predictions with the KASCADE measurements.

The findings can be summarized as follows. The investigations of the hadronic observables
exhibit that EPOS does not deliver enough hadronic energy to the observation level and the
energy per hadron seems to be too small. In the Ne " Nµ plane the EPOS showers are
shifted to lower electron and higher muon numbers relative to QGSJET 01. When the mass
composition of cosmic rays is derived from measured values this effect leads to a relatively
light mass composition. In summary, there is a significant discrepancy between the EPOS
(version 1.61) predictions and the KASCADE data. The EPOS predictions are not compatible
with the measurements.

Most likely the incompatibility of the EPOS predictions with the KASCADE
measurements is caused by too high inelastic cross sections for hadronic interactions
implemented in the EPOS code. To illustrate this, the proton–air and neutron–carbon cross
sections as predicted by different models are displayed in figure 10. It can be recognized
that the EPOS 1.61 values mark the upper limit of the variations exhibited by the different
models. Already at moderate energies in the 100 GeV regime a clear difference between the
models is visible. In particular, the example of the neutron–carbon cross section illustrates that
even at energies accessible to today’s accelerator experiments, the models contain different
descriptions of the inelastic hadronic cross sections. According to the authors of the EPOS
code, a new version is in preparation with lower cross sections. It is expected that the
predictions of this version are in better agreement with air shower data. Further studies shall
be presented in a follow-up publication.

The results presented also underline the importance of measuring hadronic observables in
air shower experiments. They provide the most sensitive available means of investigating the
properties of hadronic interactions at very high energies and kinematical ranges to complement
accelerator experiments.
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KASCADE – Test of EPOS 1.6

W.D. Apel et al., J. Phys. G 36 (2009) 035201

Inelastic cross sections
proton - air neutron - carbon

cross sections in EPOS 1.6 too large
    new version under preparation
    forthcoming studies



acceleration of CR in 
supernova remnants

extensive air showers

New particle physics in 
atmosphere

B = 3 μG

propagation through galaxy

Leakage from Galaxy:
escape probability ~ f(Z)

Interactions with 
background particles 
(photons, neutrinos)

Fermi acceleration
finite lifetime of shock front:

Emax ~ Z  1015 eV

CNO

mass dependent
cut-off  Ek ~ A

rigidity dependent
cut-off  Ek~ Z ?

JRH, Astrop. Phys. 21 (2004) 241



Two dimensional shower size spectrum lg Ne vs. lg Nμ

KASCADE

derive E0 and A from Ne and Nμ data
Fredholm integral equations of 1st kind:

E0

A

T. Antoni et al., Astropart. Phys. 24 (2005) 1



KASCADE: Energy spectra for elemental groups

T. Antoni et al., Astropart. Phys. 24 (2005) 1

Knee caused by cut-off for light elements
Astrophysical interpretation limited by 
description of interactions in the atmosphere



T. Antoni et al., Astropart. Phys. 24 (2005) 1

Knee caused by cut-off for light elements
Astrophysical interpretation limited by 
description of interactions in the atmosphere
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Figure 3. Energy spectra for different effective
muon production height H

A
µ for 0o − 18o. Pic-

tures are overlayed for separate KASCADE and
Grande analyses, respectively.

lgEo[GeV ], energy spectra are obtained and given
in Fig. 3. Sofar, no explicit mass range assign-
ment is given as would be motivated by the equa-
tion X

A
max = X

p
max − Xoln(A). The spectra in

Fig. 3 together with their preliminary error esti-
mations are almost model independent. The pre-
liminary spectra reveal distinct features. While
low mass spectra show a rapid drop with increas-
ing shower energy, medium mass and heavy mass
spectra seem to overtake at large primary energy.
Systematic errors dominate the low and high en-
ergy bins for KASCADE and Grande, respec-
tively, and are subject of further investigations.
In the KASCADE analysis the detection thresh-
old of the MTD may be effective and a fraction of
tracks may be missing leading to a light particle
mass interpretation. For the large Grande geom-
etry some flux loss for low energy muons may lead
to a bias towards large primary mass.

3. Conclusions

Triangulation allows to investigate Hµ. Fu-
ture analysis of other shower angle bins and of
larger and improved quality data sample will pro-
vide a more detailed information on the nature
of high energy shower muons. Also muon multi-
plicities provide valuable parameters to derive the

relative contributions of different primary cosmic
ray particles. A natural extension towards even
larger shower energies is provided by KASCADE-
Grande [12]. There is a common understanding
that the high energy shower muons serve as sen-
sitive probes to investigate [5,6] the high energy
hadronic interactions in the EAS development.
Very inclined muons which can be studied with
tracks recorded by the wall modules of the MTD
are currently of vital interest.
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Cross-check between KASCADE and Grande
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Reconstruction of the energy spectrum
We use three different methods:
•Nch as observable
•Nµµµµ as observable
•Combination of Nch and Nµµµµ as observables

•Cross check of reconstruction procedures
•Cross check of systematic uncertainties
•Test sensitivity to composition
•Cross check of validity of hadronic interaction models

*additional method to reconstruct the energy spectrum 
employs the particle density at 500 m (S500)

(see G. Toma’s poster on Thursday’s morning - Session 4)

If not explicitly mentioned in the following
CORSIKA QGSjetII/FLUKA interaction model is used

M. Bertaina (2010)
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Figure 3. Reconstruction and Trigger E!ciency
of KASCADE-Grande.

number of muons (Nµ resolution ! 20%, fig. 2) is
calculated using the core position determined by
the Grande array and the muon densities mea-
sured by the KASCADE muon array detectors.
In particular this possibility to reconstruct the
total muon number for Grande measured showers
is the salient feature of KASCADE-Grande com-
pared to other experiments in this energy range.
In addition, a common fit to the energy deposits
with the relative muon to electron ratio as addi-
tional free parameter enables an estimate of the
total electron number with a resolution in the or-
der of 15% (fig. 2).

Full e!ciency for triggering and reconstruction
of air-showers is reached at primary energy of !
2 · 1016 eV (fig. 3).

These main characteristics of the experiment
are studied with detailed CORSIKA simulations
including the full simulation of the detector re-
sponses to the incident particles. In addition
to Monte Carlo simulations the precision of the
reconstruction is also evaluated exploiting the
unique feature of the KASCADE-Grande expe-
riment of having two independent samplings of
the same event by the KASCADE and the Grande
arrays. Selecting showers with core located in a
region accessible for both arrays we have a set of
events that are independently reconstructed by
both arrays. We can thus compare the Grande
results to those obtained by the KASCADE ar-
ray. By that method the simulated accuracies are
well confirmed [14,15]. An example of the parti-
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Figure 4. Example of the lateral distribution
measured for a single event by the KASCADE-
Grande experiment.

cle densities of a single event is shown in figure 4.
The particle densities measured by Grande de-
tectors are those sampled by each single station,
while for the KASCADE array the mean densities
calculated in 20 m intervals of the core distance
are shown. Another example of the reconstruc-
tion showing the good performance of the Grande
measurements is shown in fig. 5, where average
lateral distributions of the charged particle den-
sities for vertical EAS in di"erent intervals of the
reconstructed shower size (charged particles) are
displayed.

Additional sensitivity for composition esti-
mates and interaction model tests is provided by
muon density measurements and muon tracking
at di"erent muon energy thresholds [16]. The
MTD measures the incidence angles of muons in
EAS. These angles provide sensitivity to the lon-
gitudinal development of the showers [17,18]. The
complementary information of the showers mea-
sured by the central and the muon tracking detec-
tors is predominantly being used for a better un-
derstanding of the features of an air-shower and
for tests and improvements of the hadronic in-
teraction models underlying the analyses.

5. First Analyses

In the following some examples of first analy-
ses based on the presently available data set of
KASCADE-Grande are given.

The estimation of energy and mass of the pri-
mary particles will be based on a combined in-
vestigation of the charged particle, electron, and

A. Haungs et al., Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 2009

lateral distribution of single event
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Figure 6. KASCADE-Grande shower size (total
number of charged particles) spectra for di!erent
zenith angular ranges.

muon components measured by the detector ar-
rays of Grande and KASCADE.

Figure 6 presents the di!erential shower size
spectra for various zenith angular ranges, where
the shower size here describes the number of
charged particles. These spectra will be the basis
for the reconstruction of the all-particle energy
spectrum of cosmic rays. The idea is to ap-
ply the constant intensity cut method (equal in-
tensity in di!erent zenith angular ranges means
equal energy) to correct for the attenuation of
the shower size with increasing zenith angle. In a
next step the conversion of size to primary energy
will be done by using Monte Carlo simulations for
only one specific zenith angle [19].
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Figure 7. Example of a measured muon lateral
distribution compared with predictions for two
primaries by two hadronic interaction models.

In addition to the total number of charged par-
ticles for each event also the total muon number
(Nµ) [20] and the particle density at 500m core
distance (S(500)) [21] is reconstructed and the ac-
cording spectra determined. Applying the same
reconstruction method the obtained all-particle
energy spectra will be compared for cross-checks,
for studies of systematic uncertainties and for
testing the validity of the underlying hadronic in-
teraction model.

In addition to the total muon number
KASCADE-Grande allows to reconstruct the
muon density at a certain distance to the shower
core, which gives a sensitivity to changes in the el-
emental composition [22] and to test the hadronic
interaction models. Fig. 7 displays the measured
lateral muon densities distribution for one bin in
shower size (electron number) and compares it
with expectations for primary iron and protons
in the same shower size range for two interaction
models. This example shows that there is a large
discrepancy in the available models which ham-
pers a simple estimate of mass composition. Cor-
relation of many observables and detailed cross-
checks of the models will help to solve the three-
fold problem of the reconstruction of the unknown
primary energy, the primary mass, and to quan-
tify the characteristics of the hadronic interac-
tions in the air-shower development.

At the KASCADE experiment, the two-
dimensional distribution shower size (electrons)

charged-particle lateral density
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muon components measured by the detector ar-
rays of Grande and KASCADE.

Figure 6 presents the di!erential shower size
spectra for various zenith angular ranges, where
the shower size here describes the number of
charged particles. These spectra will be the basis
for the reconstruction of the all-particle energy
spectrum of cosmic rays. The idea is to ap-
ply the constant intensity cut method (equal in-
tensity in di!erent zenith angular ranges means
equal energy) to correct for the attenuation of
the shower size with increasing zenith angle. In a
next step the conversion of size to primary energy
will be done by using Monte Carlo simulations for
only one specific zenith angle [19].
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In addition to the total number of charged par-
ticles for each event also the total muon number
(Nµ) [20] and the particle density at 500m core
distance (S(500)) [21] is reconstructed and the ac-
cording spectra determined. Applying the same
reconstruction method the obtained all-particle
energy spectra will be compared for cross-checks,
for studies of systematic uncertainties and for
testing the validity of the underlying hadronic in-
teraction model.

In addition to the total muon number
KASCADE-Grande allows to reconstruct the
muon density at a certain distance to the shower
core, which gives a sensitivity to changes in the el-
emental composition [22] and to test the hadronic
interaction models. Fig. 7 displays the measured
lateral muon densities distribution for one bin in
shower size (electron number) and compares it
with expectations for primary iron and protons
in the same shower size range for two interaction
models. This example shows that there is a large
discrepancy in the available models which ham-
pers a simple estimate of mass composition. Cor-
relation of many observables and detailed cross-
checks of the models will help to solve the three-
fold problem of the reconstruction of the unknown
primary energy, the primary mass, and to quan-
tify the characteristics of the hadronic interac-
tions in the air-shower development.

At the KASCADE experiment, the two-
dimensional distribution shower size (electrons)
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Grande experiment.

- number of muons played the fundamental role
in reconstruction of energy spectra of single mass
groups. In figure 8, where the two dimensional
shower size spectrum electron number vs. muon
number reconstructed by KASCADE-Grande is
displayed, we illustrate the capability of the ex-
periment to perform an unfolding procedure like
in KASCADE.

6. Conclusions

KASCADE-Grande is fully e!cient at energies
above 2 · 1016 eV, thus providing a large overlap
with the KASCADE energy range. Due to the
fact that for KASCADE-Grande a wealth of in-
formation on individual showers is available, tests
of the hadronic interaction models and anisotropy
studies will be possible in addition to the recon-
struction of energy spectrum and composition.
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particular distance to the shower core for which
the particle density can be efficiently used as a
primary energy estimator is 500 m. This has
prompted us to study in detail the significance of
the charged particle density at this distance. In
what follows, the notation used for charged parti-
cle density in this particular case will be S(500).

Figure 1. S(500) differential spectra for different
zenith angular intervals; the angular intervals are
chosen so that they subtend equal solid angles.

2. S(500) reconstruction

In the frame of this study, both simulated and
experimental EAS data are processed with the
same reconstruction tool [5] so the same steps
are followed in the reconstruction of both cases.
The reconstruction chain uses for input the en-
ergy deposits of particles in the detectors and the
arrival time information. The energy deposits are
converted into particle numbers [6] by using ap-
propriate lateral energy correction functions that
are zenith angle dependent, accounting for effects
induced by inclined showers. Particle numbers
in the stations are next converted into particle
densities. A Linsley function [7] is employed in

order to parameterize the resulting lateral par-
ticle density distribution from which the density
at 500 m distance from the shower core is ob-
tained. In order to avoid the very high particle
densities close to the shower core (station over-
flow) and to ensure optimum reconstruction qual-
ity also for small showers, the radial range used
for parameterization of the particle density distri-
bution ranges from 40 m to the maxiumum avail-
able radial range with recorded data (around 1000
m).

Figure 2. S(500) integral spectra.

3. Attenuation correction

For the reconstructed S(500) values, one has to
consider that, for a given primary mass and en-
ergy, the shower development in the atmosphere
is greatly influenced by its inclination. Thus
an inclined shower passes a longer path length
through the atmosphere and reaches the detec-
tor level at a later development stage than a ver-
tical one. This means that the inclined shower
will get more attenuated. When compared to the
vertical event, the inclined shower has a reduced
value of S(500) though being initiated by an iden-
tical primary. The experimental S(500) spectra
in Fig. 1 show this effect. The spectra, though

G. Toma et al., Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 2009
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similar in shape, get more and more attenuated
with the increase in the zenith angle. In order to
build an all particle spectrum, we need firstly to
correct for this attenuation. The correction tech-
nique is called the Constant Intensity Cut (CIC)
method for reasons that will be explained in the
following. We assume, that for a given primary
energy threshold we register the same number of
events coming from all zenith angles. Therefore,
we build the integral S(500) spectra (using the
differential ones in Fig. 1) and use a constant
intensity cut, equivalent to a primary energy cut
(in the hypothesis that a given intensity corre-
sponds to a specific primary energy). For several
considered cuts (in Fig. 2) we build the attenua-
tion curves (see Fig. 3). A linear interpolation

Figure 3. Attenuation of S(500) with the zenith
angle for different intensity cuts; the continuous
lines correspond to second-degree polynomial fits.

is used between the two neighboring points in the
integral spectrum in order to convert the value of
the intensity into particle density for each angu-
lar bin. From this interpolation, the uncertainties
of the fit parameters are taken into account when
evaluating the uncertainty of each S(500) value
in Fig. 3. The attenuation curves are later on
approximated with a simple second-degree poly-
nomial function that is used next for correcting

Figure 4. S(500) for different zenith angles after
the attenuation correction.

the S(500) value of each shower to its would-be
value at a reference angle. This angle is consid-
ered to be 21o for the purpose of this study, since
the zenith angular distribution for the recorded
EAS sample is peaked at this value. As in the
case of the above-mentioned linear interpolation,
also the uncertainties of the second-degree inter-
polation are propagated when obtaining the at-
tenuation corrected S(500) values.The resulting
S(500) spectra, corrected for the attenuation, are
presented in Fig. 4. In evaluating the uncer-
tainty of this result, the systematic uncertain-
ties induced by the CIC method have been taken
into account by propagating the uncertainties of
the fit parameters through the entire reconstruc-
tion chain. In particular for more inclined show-
ers above above 35o there are systematic effects
which will be studied in more detail.

4. Conversion to the energy

A calibration of S(500) with the primary en-
ergy E is derived from the simulations. Fig. 5
shows such a calibration constructed for events
close to our reference zenith angle (21o as em-
ployed with CIC). A conversion of S(500) into pri-
mary energy is then possible by using this curve.

attenuation 
of S(500) 
with zenith 
angle

4

Figure 5. Simulations for the S(500)-E calibra-
tion curve.

5. Conclusions

A possibility to reconstruct the primary energy
spectrum from the particle densities recorded in
the stations of the KASCADE-Grande array has
been investigated. The particular case of charged
particle densities at 500 m distance from the
shower core was shown to be insensitive to the
mass of the primary. The S(500) spectrum for
the recorded shower sample has been investigated
and the CIC method was applied in order to cor-
rect each shower for attenuation effects. Using
a simulation-derived calibration curve between
S(500) and E, the attenuation corrected S(500)
spectrum can be converted into primary energy
spectrum. In view of this goal, future simulated
and experimental investigations will concentrate
on increasing the quality of reconstruction along

with gaining a better understanding of the uncer-
tainties induced by the reconstruction technique.
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similar in shape, get more and more attenuated
with the increase in the zenith angle. In order to
build an all particle spectrum, we need firstly to
correct for this attenuation. The correction tech-
nique is called the Constant Intensity Cut (CIC)
method for reasons that will be explained in the
following. We assume, that for a given primary
energy threshold we register the same number of
events coming from all zenith angles. Therefore,
we build the integral S(500) spectra (using the
differential ones in Fig. 1) and use a constant
intensity cut, equivalent to a primary energy cut
(in the hypothesis that a given intensity corre-
sponds to a specific primary energy). For several
considered cuts (in Fig. 2) we build the attenua-
tion curves (see Fig. 3). A linear interpolation

Figure 3. Attenuation of S(500) with the zenith
angle for different intensity cuts; the continuous
lines correspond to second-degree polynomial fits.

is used between the two neighboring points in the
integral spectrum in order to convert the value of
the intensity into particle density for each angu-
lar bin. From this interpolation, the uncertainties
of the fit parameters are taken into account when
evaluating the uncertainty of each S(500) value
in Fig. 3. The attenuation curves are later on
approximated with a simple second-degree poly-
nomial function that is used next for correcting

Figure 4. S(500) for different zenith angles after
the attenuation correction.

the S(500) value of each shower to its would-be
value at a reference angle. This angle is consid-
ered to be 21o for the purpose of this study, since
the zenith angular distribution for the recorded
EAS sample is peaked at this value. As in the
case of the above-mentioned linear interpolation,
also the uncertainties of the second-degree inter-
polation are propagated when obtaining the at-
tenuation corrected S(500) values.The resulting
S(500) spectra, corrected for the attenuation, are
presented in Fig. 4. In evaluating the uncer-
tainty of this result, the systematic uncertain-
ties induced by the CIC method have been taken
into account by propagating the uncertainties of
the fit parameters through the entire reconstruc-
tion chain. In particular for more inclined show-
ers above above 35o there are systematic effects
which will be studied in more detail.

4. Conversion to the energy

A calibration of S(500) with the primary en-
ergy E is derived from the simulations. Fig. 5
shows such a calibration constructed for events
close to our reference zenith angle (21o as em-
ployed with CIC). A conversion of S(500) into pri-
mary energy is then possible by using this curve.

corrected for attenuation
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Figure 1. Di!erential (left) and integral (right) muon number spectra obtained from the KASCADE-
Grande data. The vertical error bars represent statistical uncertainties.

EAS is a key parameter to study the composi-
tion of the primary cosmic rays, their hadronic
interactions and the energy spectrum, therefore,
detailed analyses of this component, like the one
performed here, become crucial in cosmic ray re-
search. The way in which the CIC method is
applied, along with results and estimations of the
main systematics uncertainties, will be presented
after a brief description of the experiment and the
simulations.

2. The experiment and MC simulations

KASCADE-Grande is an air-shower experi-
ment involved in the quest of the knee of the
heavy component in the primary cosmic ray
spectrum [2]. For energy and composition stu-
dies, the experiment measures simultaneously the
electron(Ne) and muon (Nµ) sizes of air showers
with energies in the range E = 1016!1018 eV us-
ing a ground array of muonic and electromagnetic
plastic scintillator detectors [2]. Reconstruction
techniques of Ne and Nµ are found in [3].

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of EAS were
employed in this work to study the performance
of the experiment, to find the triggering and re-
construction e"ciency of the detector, to estimate
the systematic uncertainties associated with the
reconstruction of Nµ and to select the best qual-
ity cuts as described in [4]. The MC simulations
included both the development of the EAS and
its interaction with the detectors. The parame-

ters of the simulated showers were reconstructed
with the same algorithm employed with the ex-
perimental data [3,4]. The development of the
EAS was simulated with CORSIKA [5] and its
primary collision, with the hadronic interaction
model QGSJET II [6]. Cosmic ray events with
energies E = 1016 ! 1018 eV were sampled from
a primary spectrum described by a power law
distribution with spectral index ! = !2. The
EAS were generated for the zenith angle interval
" = 0o ! 70o. Several primaries with equal abun-
dances (H, He, C, Si and Fe) were used. The flux
was considered to be isotropic.

3. Muon size spectra

The analysis was performed over a sample of
quality data events with " " 70o collected with
KASCADE-Grande during the period December
2003 - July 2007. The selection of events was
done on the basis of several quality cuts [4].

The muon size spectra reconstructed from the
KASCADE-Grande quality data are shown in
Fig. 1 for di!erent zenith angle intervals with
constant solid angle. In each graph, Nµ was cor-
rected, event by event, for systematic uncertain-
ties arising from the reconstruction procedure.
The uncertainties were estimated with MC simu-
lations assuming a mixed composition. They were
parameterized as a function of the zenith angle,
the EAS core position and the shower size using
a correction function.

A. Haungs et al., Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 2009
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Figure 2. Muon attenuation curves obtained
for several constant intensity cuts. The cuts in-
crease from the bottom to the top in units of
! log

10
[J/(m!2s!1sr!1)] = !0.11.

4. Applying the CIC method

To combine the muon size spectra an obtain a
single Nµ flux for vertical showers (! ! 42.5o) the
attenuation e!ects in the atmosphere need to be
taken into account. That is done applying the
CIC method. All begins with the calculation of
the integral spectra, J(> Nµ), for each zenith an-
gle range. The respective graphs, obtained from
the muon fluxes, are plotted in Fig. 1. Then a
constant cut at a fixed frequency rate or intensity,
J(> Nµ), is applied inside the region of maxi-
mum e"ciency and statistics. From the intersec-
tion between this cut and each integral flux a set
of Nµ values are obtained for every #! (when
necessary, linear interpolation was used between
two adjacent points of the same graph). Under
the assumption of an isotropic cosmic ray flux
the extracted Nµ values correspond to the same
primary energy and the di!erence among them
are due to the di!erent distances that the EAS
has to travel in the atmosphere when changing
!. From this data, the evolution of the muon size
with the atmospheric depth is determined plot-
ting log10(Nµ) versus Sec(!). The resulting at-
tenuation curves for several frequency cuts can
be seen in Fig. 2. In the same plot, the results of
the fit with the polynomial

P (!) = a0 + a1 · Sec(!) + a2 · Sec2(!) (1)
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Figure 3. Muon size spectra for !ref = 24.5o ob-
tained with the CIC method and muon data from
two zenith angle intervals.

are also displayed. In order to correct Nµ for
atmospheric e!ects, the mean attenuation curve,
with log10[J/(m!2s!2sr!1)] = 10.44, was chosen.
The correction was applied event by event in the
following way:

Nµ,!ref
= Nµ(!)[P (!ref )/P (!)], (2)

where a0 = 6.69 ± 0.13, a1 = "0.49 ± 0.19 and
a2 = 0.04 ± 0.07. Here !ref = 24.5o is the angle
of reference of the atmospheric depth selected to
make the comparison and combine the spectra.
This angle was chosen to be the mean of the !
distribution of the vertical EAS data, since, for
this work, only the Nµ spectrum for ! ! 42.5o

will be estimated. In Fig. 3, the Nµ spectra
for !ref = 24.5o obtained after applying the CIC
method to the vertical spectra of Fig. 1 can be
observed. In the region of maximum e"ciency,
the experimental graphs for !ref = 24.5o are in
good agreement inside a 3" di!erence. Similar
conclusions are derived when the CIC method is
applied to the MC data. However, di!erences
appear when confronting the experimental muon
data and the MC simulations [4] and Fig. 4 is an
example. There, the attenuation length ($µ), as
extracted from a fit with the expression

Nµ,!ref
= No

µexp["XoSec(!)/$µ] (3)

to the attenuation curves, is plotted as a func-
tion of the muon size at ! = 0o. In Eq. 3,

muon attenuation curvesintegral muon number spectrum
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Figure 4. Muon attenuation length obtained from
KASCADE-Grande data and MC simulations using
CORSIKA and FLUKA/QGSJET II (assuming ! =
!3).

Xo = 1023 g/cm2 is the average atmospheric
depth for vertical showers. From Fig. 4, it can
be observed that the experimental !µ is bigger
than the one obtained from MC simulations us-
ing CORSIKA/QGSJET II.

To finish, the single vertical muon size spec-
trum calculated with all data for vertical show-
ers applying the CIC method is presented in Fig.
5 along with a first estimation of the main sys-
tematic uncertainties associated with the whole
reconstruction technique. Here, errors from the
parameters of the muon correction function, fluc-
tuations, the CIC method itself, uncertainty in
the spectral index (assuming ! = !3 instead of
!2 in MC simulations) and the primary compo-
sition (working only with Protons or Iron nuclei)
were evaluated. Statistical uncertainties in the in-
tegral spectra, the interpolation performed when
applying the frequency cuts and the errors form
the fit to the attenuation curves are considered
inside the errors of the CIC method. At high en-
ergies, muon systematic uncertainties are of the
order of 15 % in the experiment.

5. Conclusions

The Nµ size spectrum for vertical EAS was re-
constructed from KASCADE-Grande data using
the CIC method. A first evaluation of the muon
systematic uncertainties, after applying the full
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Figure 5. Single muon size spectra for "ref = 24.5o

obtained with the CIC method and all KASCADE-
Grande muon data for vertical showers. Systematic
uncertainties are represented by the grey band.

reconstruction procedure, was also performed.
The results of this work show that the muon flux
obtained with this technique can be used as a first
step to reconstruct a primary energy spectrum.
On the other hand, results for the attenuation
length, as extracted with the CIC method, show
that the CORSIKA/QGSJET II simulations do
not reproduce the observed values of !µ.
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sition (working only with Protons or Iron nuclei)
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tegral spectra, the interpolation performed when
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the fit to the attenuation curves are considered
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ergies, muon systematic uncertainties are of the
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reconstruction procedure, was also performed.
The results of this work show that the muon flux
obtained with this technique can be used as a first
step to reconstruct a primary energy spectrum.
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Comparing the 3 methods (dI/dE x E3)
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The all-particle energy spectrum

DATA

M. Bertaina, ECRS (2010)



•Behaviour of light cosmic-ray components at knee 
confirmed
•Knee caused by cut-off of light nuclei

•Test of hadronic interaction models ongoing
Improvement of interaction models in progress

•Analysis of KASCADE-Grande successfully ongoing
•All-particle energy spectra have been reconstructed
•Mass reconstruction in progress

•New insight to end of galactic component upcoming...

4th School on Cosmic Rays and Astrophysics - UFABC, Santo André, São Paulo, Brazil - August 25th - September 4th, 2010

The air shower experiments 
KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande
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